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Abstract Diversity is important for the resilience of food systems, as well as for its own
sake. Just how diverse are the systems that produce our food? I explore this question with
a focus on wheat and bread and North America, and even more specifically in baking,
milling and farming. Although the opacity of food and agricultural systems makes
definitive answers difficult, these segments appear to be increasingly uniform with
respect to ownership, geography, varieties and genes. There are also important
countertrends, and while efforts to resist uniformity are currently small, they are making
some progress in maintaining or even increasing diversity in some areas.
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Introduction
One of the reasons that our societies (Agriculture, Food and Human Values Society;
Association for the Study of Food and Society; Canadian Association for Food Studies)
as well as the number of food studies programs are growing so rapidly is that food
systems have become quite opaque. It is very difficult to answer many questions we have
about our food, including as one example: how diverse are the systems producing what
we eat? Diversity is an important value for its own sake, and it is also important for
resilience. For instance, monocultures of genetically uniform organisms in food
production provided favorable conditions for potato blight in Ireland in the mid-1800s,
corn blight in the United States and Canada in 1970, and in more recent years, avian
influenza in Asia and North America.
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Characterizing diversity is an important task for interdisciplinary food scholars.
Our findings may help raise awareness of the often hidden risks of inadequate levels of
diversity. In addition, sharing these findings with the public has the potential to assist
efforts to address these problems, and to move toward more resilient food systems. In
recent years we have seen not only greater public interest in the food system, but more
collective actions to demand change. This has resulted in notable successes, such as the
reduction of antibiotic usage in farm animals, the removal of certain synthetic ingredients
from many processed foods, and improved wages and working conditions for some U.S.
tomato farm laborers (Howard 2016).
We often think of diversity or uniformity in on-farm, biological terms, such as the
factors that contributed to the epidemics noted above. I am a member of the International
Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems (iPES-Food), which recently released a
report titled, “From Uniformity to Diversity: A Paradigm Shift From Industrial
Agriculture to Diversified Agroecological Systems” (2016). This report compares types
of farming systems, such as organic and conventional, and identifies differences in: (1)
genes, (2) varieties & breeds and (3) the number of species in agricultural production. To
this list of on-farm attributes we could add (4) time, such as increasingly uniform
planting and harvesting of field crops.
Such on-farm attributes are extremely important, but we could also broaden this
list to include off-farm and social attributes of the food system, including (5) ownership,
(6) location or geography and (7) the number of ingredients in our foods and diets. These
may also be very significant for food system resilience. As one example, in 2010, only as
a result of a recall, did we learn that just two farms, in one county in Iowa, were
supplying eggs to at least 22 states—these were repackaged at half a dozen locations and
sold under more than 40 different brands. When the feed supplies at these geographically
concentrated operations were contaminated, it led to an epidemic that sickened thousands
of people, and resulted in a recall of more than half a billion eggs (Howard 2010).
The Republican governor of Iowa (Terry Branstad) called Jack DeCoster, an
investor who had ties to both operations, a “bad egg” among operations this size
(Woodard 2015). Things can go wrong even in the best-run facilities, however, and much
of the egg industry is now just as geographically uniform as DeCoster’s operations—
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including certified organic. Almost 20% of organic eggs in the U.S. come from one firm,
Herbruck’s (Shanker 2016), which is based in Saranac, Michigan, an hour’s drive from
where I live. Using Google Earth, you can see the scale of their operations, which also
include conventional egg production facilities. The firm has more than 80 hen houses,
each more than a football field long. Herbruck’s also supplies all of McDonald’s eggs
east of the Mississippi river, and 60% of the eggs sold in Michigan. Unfortunately, eggs
are not a unique case, and many other foods are becoming just as uniform in both
ownership and geography (e.g. DeLind and Howard 2008).
For human diets, although thousands of plants and animal species can be used as
foods, it is estimated that just wheat, corn and rice account more than half of the world’s
calorie consumption from plants (FAO 1995). These products are frequently consumed in
ultra-processed forms such as high fructose corn syrup and hydrogenated soybean oil.
One recent estimate suggests that more than 60% of calories consumed in U.S. and
Canadian diets are in the form of highly processed foods (Poti et al. 2015; Moubarac et
al. 2014), which have been associated with numerous negative health outcomes (Winson
2013).
I have recently been exploring diversity and uniformity in wheat, which provides
one-fifth of the world’s calories, as well as a majority of the world’s protein. As you also
know, bread is so significant in many cultures that it is often used as a generic term for
food. Numerous metaphors reference its importance, such as bread-winners and dough
(Halloran 2015). I have focused specifically the systems that supply us with bread in
North America. Because these can be very complex, I only discuss three key stages: (1)
baking, (2) milling and (3) wheat farming—thus omitting a number of additional actors,
including brokers, distributors and retailers (Galli et al. 2015).
Baking
The baking segment in North America has changed quite dramatically from the 1890s. At
that time, 90% of bread was homemade, and made mostly by women. By 1930, however,
90% of bread came from factories, and was made mostly by men (Bobrow-Strain 2012).
One of the key players in this transformation was William Ward. Ward’s grandfather and
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great-grandfather moved to the U.S. from Ireland in 1849 (during the potato blight), and
eventually grew a small bakery in Pittsburgh into a large, industrial operation. William
Ward attempted to go further, though, using funding and strategies from steel barons to
create a bread trust (Bobrow-Strain 2012). In 1925, he acquired the maker of Wonder
Bread, which was the largest bakery in the U.S.
His plans ultimately failed in 1926 when President Coolidge’s administration
refused to allow the combination of the Ward, Continental and General baking
companies. A few years later Ward Baking Company was renamed Wonder, and as one
of the first breads to be sold pre-sliced in the 1930s, as well as enriched in the 1940s, the
firm remained dominant for decades. Wonder was acquired several times by even larger
corporations, however, before going bankrupt in 2009 (Green and Timberlake 2012).
Today, with a much larger population, the situation is remarkably similar. The
two leading firms controlled 49% of the U.S. bread market in 2012 (Sosland 2013), and
both reported increasing their market share in subsequent years. Therefore, in terms of
ownership, the majority the bread now sold in the U.S. is from this duopoly—the Coke
and Pepsi of bread. Grupo Bimbo is based in Mexico, and Flowers Foods is
headquartered in Georgia. In distant third place is the Campbell Soup Co. with an
estimated 7.5% of the market (Sosland 2015).
The store shelves, however, don’t appear as uniform as cola, because each has
dozens of brands, which helps to maintain an illusion of choice for consumers. Grupo
Bimbo alone has more than 100 brands and 10,000 different products globally. Figure 1
shows some of the firm’s key bread brands in North America, which include Brownberry,
Canada Bread, Earthgrains, Orowheat, Nature’s Harvest and Sara Lee. Flowers also has
several dozen bread brands, as well as snack brands like Tastykake, and tortilla brands
such as MiCasa. Its bread brands include Butternut, Nature’s Own, Nature’s Pride, Home
Pride and Roman Meal. Campbell Soup Company’s primary bread brand is Pepperidge
farm, but it too controls numerous others, particularly for the broader category of baked
goods (e.g. the Danish butter cookie brands Royal Dansk, Kjeldsens, Riberhus, Denmark,
Copenhagen and Ripensa of Denmark).
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Brands Owned by the Leading North American Bread Firms
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Figure 1

*sold under license in selected states

Pepperidge
Farm

How did these companies end up controlling so many brand names? Acquisitions
played a key role. Figure 2 is a timeline beginning twenty years ago, showing more than
two-dozen bread bakeries that were incorporated into Bimbo and Flowers. To give you an
idea of how complicated these ownership relations have become, the brand Wonder is
now owned by Flowers in the U.S., Bimbo in Mexico, and George Weston in Canada.
Some of the most recent strategic moves involve certified organic brands. In 2015,
Flowers acquired Dave’s Killer Bread for $275 million and Alpine Valley Bread
Company for $120 million, and Bimbo began nationally distributing its Eureka! brand
organic bread in the following year.
With regard to geography, bread is quite perishable, so firms cannot rely on just
one large bakery to distribute to an entire continent. The number of locations has
declined, however, as ownership consolidated. Bimbo closed 18 plants in the years
following its acquisition of Sara Lee, and added just 2 (Sosland 2014). Bimbo currently
has 70 bakeries in the U.S., and Flowers has 49 (Flowers Foods 2016). In other words,
more than half the bread sold in fifty states is produced in little more than one hundred
locations. For comparison, in 1920 just 27% of sales came from 800 plants (Alsberg
1926).

Milling
One hundred and fifty years ago most flour mills were relatively small, and frequently
located near a stream that could power a waterwheel. In 1870 there were 22,573 mills in
the U.S (Posner and Hoseney 2015). The industry became much more concentrated after
the Civil War though, both geographically and in ownership. This change was influenced
by new technologies, which included new sources of power and transportation, along
with an industrial milling process developed in Hungary, which made flour less
perishable.
Within a few decades, the precursors of General Mills, Pillsbury and another
Minneapolis firm (Northwestern Consolidated) dominated the industry with just twodozen mills. By 1898 they were described as a “flour trust,” but their power declined
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Timeline of Significant Bread Firm Acquisitions, 1996—2015
2000

2005

2010

2015
Italian Home Bakery

Butter-Krust $72M
A La Francaise
Sara Lee $959 M
Metz Baking $625 M
Sun Luis Sourdough
Earthgrains $2.8B
Coopersmith $193 M
Redding French Bakery

GRUPO BIMBO
Pacific
Pride

Mrs. Baird’s
Orowheat & Thomas (from Weston)
Weston Foods (U.S. division) $2.4B
Canada Bread $1.7B
Olafson’s Baking Co.
Saputo Bakery $103M
Alpine Valley Bread Co. $120M
Sara Lee and Earthgrains brands in California
Butterkrust
Derst Baking Co.
Home Baking Co.

FLOWERS FOODS
Ideal Baking Co.
Holsum
Lepage Bakeries $370M
Hostess (selected assets) $355M
Dave’s Killer Bread $275M

CAMPBELL SOUP CO.
Ecco Panis

Figure 2

2000

2005

2010

2015

soon afterword as wheat production increased in other parts of the continent, including
Ontario and Quebec (Millikan 2003).
As with baking, however, the current situation is moving towards greater
uniformity of ownership. During the 1980s, the market share of the top four firms
increased from 40 to 61% (Heffernan and Hendrickson 2002), and remains very high.
According to the North American Miller’s Association, 95% of the industry’s capacity is
controlled by its 48 member firms, which together have 170 mills (NAMA 2011). The
top two firms, however, control more than one-third of these facilities.
The largest is Ardent Mills, which is a joint venture formed in 2014 to combine
the operations of privately held Cargill, publicly traded ConAgra Brands, and the farmer
cooperative CHS. Cargill and ConAgra each have a 44% stake, with the remaining 12%
owned by CHS (formerly Cenex Harvest States, as a result of a merger between two large
farmer cooperatives). As Figure 3 indicates, Ardent Mills currently has 40 mills in the
U.S. and Canada, including one in the Toronto metropolitan area that was acquired from
Mondelēz. Although the U.S. Department of Justice required the sale of another four
facilities to approve the merger, Ardent Mills now owns the majority of mills in some
regions of the continent—this gives farmers fewer options to sell their crops, and bakeries
fewer options to buy flour. The firm is estimated to control more than 34% of the flour
market in the U.S. (Runyon 2013).
Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) is the second largest miller in the U.S., with 17%
of sales. It would have been ranked first if the Ardent Mills merger had not been
approved. ADM is infamous for its internal slogan, “the competitor is our friend and the
customer is our enemy,” as well the conviction of its executives for fixing prices in lysine
and citric acid markets (Lieber 2000, p. 10). The firm has 23 wheat mills in the U.S. and
6 in Canada, although it shut down additional mills in Missouri in 2010, and Alberta in
2013.
Some of the problems with such geographic concentration became evident this
year. On May 31, General Mills announced a voluntary recall of flour milled at its
Kansas City, MO plant, due to concern it was linked to outbreak of E. coli O121 and O26
in 21 states. At least 46 people are suspected of contracting the illness from consuming
the flour in raw form (CDC 2016).
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Locations of Ardent Mills facilities

Figure 3

Farming
Farming is a bit more complicated. Wheat cannot yet be produced in a factory, therefore
it must be planted in the ground. This makes it much more extensive geographically than
the downstream segments of milling and baking. Globally, the leading producers are the
European Union, China and India, followed by U.S. Russia and Canada (Statista 2016).
The U.S. was once the world’s leading exporter, but has recently fallen behind the E.U.
and Russia. In Canada, wheat production in centered in the southern Prairie Provinces,
along with southern Ontario and Quebec. This crop is grown in most states in the U.S.,
but is concentrated in the Great Plains and eastern Washington and Oregon.
Wheat accounted for 55 million acres harvested in the U.S. in 2012, and was
exceeded in extent only by corn and soybeans. The USDA census of agriculture data
reported that there were more than 147,000 farms that contributed to this production,
although the number of farms is declining as their average size increases. For example,
from 1987 to 2007 the median acres of wheat harvested more than doubled, rising from
404 to 910 (MacDonald, Korb, and Hoppe 2013). Figure 4 shows that the middle
categories (43,000 farms of 250 to 1,999 acres in size) accounted for two-thirds of the
harvest in 2012. A much lower percentage of the harvest, 11%, came from smaller farms
(nearly 101,000 farms with less than 250 acres).
Wheat can be used for many food products, and this is reflected in the extent of
the six major classes that are grown in North America. In the U.S., approximately 40% is
hard red winter, meaning it is planted in the fall and resumes growing in the following
year, and 20% is hard red spring, which is planted in the spring and harvested the same
year—both are most commonly used for bread. The rest is planted in soft red winter, soft
white, hard white and durum varieties—these are more typically processed into cookies,
crackers, cakes, pastries, pasta, etc. (Bond and Liefert 2016). Hard red spring is the most
common class of wheat in Canada. Handling systems for collecting wheat have typically
focused on these classes, rather than specific varieties (Magnan 2011).
The number of varieties planted in North America has narrowed substantially in
the last century. There are at least 25 species (Rogosa 2016), and over 30,000 varieties of
wheat, which is not surprising when you consider it is a crop that has been cultivated for
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Acres of wheat harvested by farm size, United States in 2012 (n = 147,632)
16,000,000
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1000
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12,000,000
250 to 499

66%
of harvest
= 20k
farms

8,000,000
2000 to 2999
3000 to 4999
100 to 249
4,000,000

50 to 99

0
25 to 49

Figure 4

11%
of harvest

22%
of harvest

5000 or more

acreage class
Data: USDA 2014

approximately 10,000 years. In Michigan, however, just six varieties are planted on half
the acreage (Nagelkirk and Black 2012), and most other states report similar patterns of
uniformity. When evaluating the diversity of genes within these varieties, the science is
quite complicated, but most researchers suggest that in North America it narrowed from
1930 to 1980. This trend was reversed beginning in the 1980s, due to public and plant
breeder concerns for future food security, such as the threat of wheat stem rust (Reif et al.
2005; Fu and Somers 2009). More recent research in France, which integrated both
genetic and spatial data, however, suggests that wheat genetic diversity in that country
began to decline again in the 1990s (Bonnin et al. 2014).
Seed saving is more common for wheat than other major commodities, such as
corn and soybeans (Mascarenhas and Busch 2006), therefore there is greater potential
knowledge and infrastructure to increase diversity. Major seed/chemical corporations—
including Bayer, Syngenta and DuPont—have been investing in the development of
hybrid varieties of wheat for decades, however. The effort is biologically challenging, but
if they achieve their claims that they will be commercially successful within the next few
years, rates of seed saving are likely to decline further (Kloppenburg 2004).

Resistance
Although the dominant trends are toward uniformity, there are also numerous forms of
resistance. The motivations behind these efforts are varied, but they may have the effect
of maintaining diversity, whether or not it is an explicit goal. “Bake like it’s 1869,” for
example, is a slogan of GRAINSTORM Heritage Baking in Toronto (2016). Their vision,
shared by a new wave of local bakeries, is to grow an alternative to the industrial white
flour bread system.
There are also strong movements to reduce wheat consumption, or even give it up
entirely, such as those who have adopted gluten-free diets, due to sensitivity to this
protein. However, some people report that they are able to tolerate less common varieties
of wheat, which has in turn contributed to rapidly rising production of so-called ‘ancient’
or ‘heritage’ wheat varieties. These include einkorn, emmer, Turkey Red, Red Fife and
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spelt—varieties that were more frequently planted in the early 1900s. The demand for
ancient and heritage wheat varieties is also driven by interest in nutrition and better
tasting bread (Fromartz 2015). For example, Kamut is a name brand for the flavorful,
nutty tasting khorasan variety of wheat, which is grown on more than 1,200 farms in
Canada and the U.S.—much of the harvest is currently exported to customers in Italy
(Hassanein 2011). The price premiums for ancient and heritage varieties may result in
higher returns per acre for farmers, despite lower yields than more modern varieties
(Montana Flour & Grains 2016).
The systems that involve less common wheat varieties typically reduce the
number of links in the supply chain, often by design. It is remarkable that interest in
regional food systems is now extending to wheat, even though it has the disadvantage of
being a commodity with a low ratio of value to volume (Hills, Goldberger, and Jones
2013). Regional supply chains are more resilient to disruptions, such as those caused by
natural disasters (Paci-Green and Berardi 2015), although these positive externalities are
not currently reflected in prices. Even for longer supply chains (such as Kamut), less
concentrated ownership is likely to lead to more diverse organizational forms, greater
decision-making autonomy, and a greater capacity to adjust to change (Hendrickson
2015; Rotz and Fraser 2015).
Another aspect that is critical for resilience is knowledge, which industrial
systems have made less accessible (Anderson 2015), particularly when it contributes to
greater self-reliance. In reaction, movements to regain once common skills, such as
baking bread, are on the upswing. Some home bakers are even going further and milling
their own flour at home. Their motivations include better flavor, texture and nutritional
differences—stone ground flour has more vitamin A and B1 (thiamin) than flour from a
roller mill. For those who are not grinding wheat themselves, more options are being
provided by an increasing number of small-scale stone mill operations—these include
renovated 1800s era mills, such as Westwind Milling in Linden, Michigan. One of the
most successful stone-grinding operations in North America is Bob’s Red Mill, and you
can now find this company’s spelt flour in nearly any supermarket.
Another example of how mainstream these trends have become is illustrated by
Wegmans, a chain of 91 supermarkets headquartered in Rochester, New York (which was
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called “flour city” in the early 1800s). One nearby Wegmans location recently started
selling bread made from regionally sourced einkorn and rye, freshly milled and baked in
the store. The baker, Nick Greco, was formerly an instructor at the Culinary Institute of
America. He brought his own small electric mill into the store, and provided the CEO a
taste of bread made from freshly ground flour. A few weeks later Greco was on a plane to
Austria, to explore buying the stone mill that was eventually brought to the store
(Schuhmacher 2016).
If that is not mainstream enough for you, both General Mills and the Kellogg
Company have introduced breakfast cereals that prominently feature “ancient grains” on
the label, and contain the ingredients Kamut and spelt (along with quinoa). You might
wonder if the motivation was to increase the diversity of the food supply, or perhaps the
purported health benefits. Instead, after criticism of the much higher amounts of sugar in
“Cheerios + Ancient Grains” when compared to regular Cheerios, marketing manager
Alan Cunningham explained that General Mills, “simply wanted to capitalize on the
ancient-grains trend while also making the cereal taste good” (Vara 2014, n.p.). So you
can see that although smaller firms are increasing the diversity of options in ways that
resonate with greater numbers of people, larger firms are quick to co-opt the most
successful efforts. This may not be entirely bad, however, if it results in increased
plantings of less common wheat varieties (Longin and Würschum 2016), and greater
accessibility for those of us who live in areas that are not on the leading edge of food
trends.

Summary and conclusion
I explored uniformity and diversity in three parts of the North American wheat/bread
chain: baking, milling and farming. These segments appear to be increasingly uniform
with respect to ownership, geography, varieties and genes. There are also important
resistance efforts, however, and although these are currently small, they are making some
progress in maintaining or even increasing diversity in some areas.
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Many questions remain to be answered on this topic, but I conclude with three:
(1) What would it look like if we all put on our food detective caps, and decoded
diversity and uniformity, not just in bread and wheat, but in a number of other food
systems? (2) How might we communicate this information to the public, so that people
are better informed about the values they are currently supporting? (3) What contribution
might this make to increasing diversity in food systems as a result?
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